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of eavinr enerry in heat treatment of sausage products
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f e problem of saving and of rational use of fuel and energy resources at meat-preserving 
,-^ctories requires development and implementation of a wide range of energy-saving measures, 
j e implementation of some of these measures does not require capital outlays and boils down 
? resolving some tasks of organizational and technological character. Yet the implementation 

J  such energy-saving measures as the modernization of the existing termal equipment, the 
¿utornation o f the processes of heat treatment of products, the use of high efficiency thermal 
/•sulation, the use of fa c ilit ie s  u tiliz in g  secondary energy resources and others requires 
(.0bsiderable capital out lays.
' ab£age making is  one of the energy-consuming processes in the meat industry. In order to 
^ “stantiate the effectiveness of the energy-saving measures we carried out an industrial 
®£earch of processes of heat treatment of sausage products in the most widely used thermal 
^ambers. In the course of the research we ueterniined useful heat abstraction values as well 

the losses the value of which were predetermined by the conditions of use of thermal£L ' “ D i U B U O t i  b l i o  v a x u o  U i  X i i x v u  u j  w u i i u x  W A V / v̂ a  a u o  ^  a  v u u a w m x

/‘ambers of different designs. On the basis o f this research we compiled experimental and 
/‘aly tica l heat balances of the thermal chambers used for roasting and boiling sausage 
.' '̂Oucts. I t  was determined that the items of the balance of the chambers are influenced by
/‘fc moue of operation, the particu larities of the design of the chambers, the parameters of 
v e steam, the loading factor as well as the quality of termal insulation.

analysis o f some components of the heat balance made i t  possible to substantiate the 
0®®sibiiity to lower the cost of those items, which are predetermined by the mode of operation
■'■'hi 
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the chambere(the losses due to id le  time and to the use of waste heat-tranBfer agents). 
&nk8 to that we obtained optimum heat balances in which the losses connected with the mode

™ °Peration are minimal, 
th ¿agree o f thermal and technological perfection of the heat treatment process as well as 
/‘at of the equipment were assessed by determining the e ffective heat use factors. We obtained 
(¡^andences o f these factors for boiling sausage products in three-frame and five-frame

v.jht, i t  was determined that in three-frame chambers the effective heat use factors grow 
¿jh^an increase in the diameter of the sausage products. For example, for sausage products
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^1ling chambers on the diameter of the sausage sticks as well as on the loading of the equip-
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c 16 mm in diameter the effective heat use factor is  around 32 per cent in the conditions 
¡^responding to the standard parameters of the operation of the chambers. I f  the diameter of 
a® saueage sticks is  increased up to 100 mm the factor grows 1.5 times over. I t  was proved 

in order to optimize the heat balance of the boiling chambers of this design i t  is  
j c®SEary to pay a particular attention to lowering losses connected with the mode of operation.
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this end i t  is  necessary to comprehensively lower the idle time o f the chambers between 
'rations thus increasing the degree of their loading.

iQG° of great influence on the improvement of the structure of heat balance of the chamDere 
oj. the observance of the standard temperature conditions of operation. The implementation 
L  these measures makes i t  possible to lower the losses connoctod with the mode of operation 
lje..39.5 per cent and to increase the effic iency of the use of heat energy. 
gtat and teclmological tests of five-frame chambers showed that e ffec tive  heat UBe factor

as the diameter o f sausage sticks increases up to 40 mm, while when i t  surpasses this 
3Q®̂ re the factor decreases. For example, for sausage sticks of 40 mm in diameter i t  is  of
HiS*9 per cent while for sticks of 120 mm in diameter i t  is  only 26.3 per cent. 
c09_analysis of the heat balance of the chambers without taking into account the losses
h^ected with the mode of operation showed that in a technological process the e ffective  
oy^ use factor decreases with an increase in diameter o f sausage sticks. I f  the diameter 
f0 s^icke is  increased from 24 mm to 120 mm i t  decreases 1.33 times over. The main factor 
ty*1 increasing e ffective heat use effic iency in the improvement of the thermal insulation 

chamber Bince a longer heat treatment process results in an almost 2.5 increase in 
losses which amount to 46 per cent o f the total heat consumed in the process, 

ty order to assess the heat effectiveness and to substantiate the standards of heat coneump- 
W/? We studied specific heat consumption per operation for roasting and boiling sausage 
Oy^bcts. Specific heat consumption depends to a great extent on the operating parameters 

the equipment. The method of multifactor correlation analysis makes i t  possible to assess 
in specific heat consumption and in other energy indices due to the influence of 

■foy'ei,eilt factors. These are such factors as the parameters of Bteam, the loading coeffic ien t 
°hambers, the idle time between operations, the diameter of sausage Bticks and others.

&{>e . the help o f the multiple correlation method we obtained an empirical dependence of the 
ai f i c  heat consumption on determining factors which influence its  value. This helps us 

'‘Ogffk out a multifactor correlation model, to assess the r e lia b ility  of the correlation 
sufficients' and to study the influence of the change of determining factors on the value of 
hg. aif ic  deflection of heat consumption. I t  was found out that the dependence of the specific 

consumption in heat treatment of Bausage products on the diameter of the sticks is  
■̂8 ij^o lic  in character. Of considerable influence on the value of specific heat consumption 

duration of id le time between operations due to the unloading o f ready-to-serve
and the loading of raw material. The reserve for decreasing specific heat consump-
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PtQ̂ 6aving due to maintaining standard temperature conditions for the heat treatment

cue to shorter id le time between operations can be as high aB 12 per cent. Reserve of
K  -î|̂ v'®sa in sausage making were also determined.
(,/ Correlation analysis made i t  possible to determine with a su fficient degree of accuracy 

per cent) the values of specific heat consumption in heat treatment of sausage 
% aUcts as well as find out the ways of saving energy by optimizing the parameters of the 

° f  thermal chambers. Thus the diameter of sausage Bticks has a determining influence on 
value of specific heat consumption which is  conditioned both by the value of frame
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rw— g ana by the duration of the ne.U treatment process. Given a ll this the optimum dia- 
in ef  r,JUBaiie sticks from the point of view o f energy-saving is  of 40 ium. With an

crease of the diameter from 40 mm to 120 mm the specific heat consumption grows sharply 
Pro?aSe;LJle the optimum value by 17.4 per cent. Thus the expediency of producing sausage 
ter>, uc,tD mm tu diameter is  proven. In this case less energy-consuming equipment and¡^onnology are neeaed.
Of £ technological tests made i t  also possible to determine the influence of the parameters 
W f  on the BPe c lfic  heat consumption. In order to optimise the thermal balance of the 
of' t̂ chambers used for boiling sausage products i t  is  recommended to maintain the pressurovjj a.. — ---  *->------ i—  ---------- * vvwujijiuiiuvu wu aiaxii wcuii i/iia prcboUrB
all- 8 heatlnS steam at 0.411a leve l. The carried out research made i t  possible to compile 
sau&nirien*' c*larts i ° r determining specific heat consumption necessary for heat treatment of 
ton**?8 Products in thermal chambers under different operating models. These alignment chart 
r:*alci ‘'■ttute the basis for the operational checking of the consumption balance of sausage 

iing shops of meat-preserving factories as well as for substantiating heat-saving reservos 
l'soie of being u b s q  for these purposes.


